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Tomography of the QGP by Charm QuarksTomography of the QGP by Charm Quarks
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cc cc

Au + AuAu + Au

cccc cc

The The advantageadvantagess ofof the the ’’charmcharm probesprobes’’::

 dominantly produced in the verydominantly produced in the very early early 
stages of the reactions stages of the reactions in in initial binary initial binary 
collisionscollisions with large energywith large energy--momentummomentum
transfertransfer

 initial charm production is well initial charm production is well 
described by described by pQCDpQCD –– FONLLFONLL

 scattering cross sections are small scattering cross sections are small 
(compared to the light quarks) (compared to the light quarks)  not in an not in an 
equilibriumequilibrium with the with the susurroundingrrounding mattermatter

 Hope to use Hope to use ’’charmcharm probesprobes’’ for an for an early tomography of the QGPearly tomography of the QGP

Cf. talk by Marlene Nahrgang, Wed, 9:30 Cf. talk by Marlene Nahrgang, Wed, 9:30 



Charm: experimental signals Charm: experimental signals 
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1. 1. Nuclear modification factor:Nuclear modification factor: 2. 2. Elliptic flow vElliptic flow v22::

 What is the origin for the What is the origin for the ““energy lossenergy loss”” of charm at large of charm at large ppTT??

CollisionCollisionalal energy lossenergy loss (elastic scattering Q+q(elastic scattering Q+qQ+qQ+q))
vs vs radiativeradiative (gluon bremsstrahlung Q+q(gluon bremsstrahlung Q+qQ+q+gQ+q+g) ? ) ? 

 Challenge for theory:Challenge for theory: simultaneous description of Rsimultaneous description of RAA AA and vand v22 !!
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Dynamics of charm quarks in A+ADynamics of charm quarks in A+A

1.1. ProductionProduction of charm quarks in initial binary collisionsof charm quarks in initial binary collisions

2.2. Interactions in the QGPInteractions in the QGP: : 
elastic scattering Q+qelastic scattering Q+qQ+qQ+q  ccollisionalollisional energy loss energy loss 
gluon bremsstrahlung Q+qgluon bremsstrahlung Q+qQ+q+g Q+q+g  radiativeradiative energy lossenergy loss

3.3. HadronizationHadronization: c/cbar quarks : c/cbar quarks D(D*)D(D*)--mesonsmesons: : 
coalescencecoalescence vs fragmentationvs fragmentation

4.4. Hadronic interactionsHadronic interactions::
D+baryons; D+mesonsD+baryons; D+mesons

The goal:The goal: to model the dynamics of charm to model the dynamics of charm 
quarks/mesons in all phases on a quarks/mesons in all phases on a microscopic microscopic 
basisbasis

The tool:The tool: PHSD approachPHSD approach
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From SIS to LHC: from hadrons to partonsFrom SIS to LHC: from hadrons to partons

The goal:The goal: to to study of the phase transitionstudy of the phase transition from hadronic to partonic matter  from hadronic to partonic matter  
and properties of the Quarkand properties of the Quark--GluonGluon--Plasma from a Plasma from a microscopic originmicroscopic origin

 need aneed a consistent nonconsistent non--equilibrium transport modelequilibrium transport model

 with explicit with explicit partonparton--parton interactions parton interactions (i.e. between quarks and gluons)(i.e. between quarks and gluons)
 explicit explicit phase transitionphase transition from hadronic to partonic degrees of freedomfrom hadronic to partonic degrees of freedom
 lQCD EoS lQCD EoS for partonic phase (for partonic phase (‚‚cross overcross over‘‘ at at qq=0)=0)

PPartonarton--HHadronadron--SStringtring--DDynamics (ynamics (PHSDPHSD))

QGP phase QGP phase described bydescribed by

DDynamical ynamical QQuasiuasiPParticle article MModel odel 
(DQPMDQPM)

 Transport theory for strongly interacting systemsTransport theory for strongly interacting systems:   off:   off--shell shell 
KadanoffKadanoff--Baym equations Baym equations for the Greenfor the Green--functions Sfunctions S<<

hh(x,p) in (x,p) in 
phasephase--space representation for thespace representation for the partonicpartonic and and hadronic phasehadronic phase

A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;
Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  )  

W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919;
NPA831 (2009) 215; NPA831 (2009) 215; 

W. Cassing, W. Cassing, EEPJ  ST PJ  ST 168168 (2009) (2009) 33
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DQPM DQPM describes describes QCDQCD properties in terms ofproperties in terms of ‚‚resummedresummed‘‘ singlesingle--particle particle 
GreenGreen‘‘s functionss functions –– in the sense of a twoin the sense of a two--particle irreducible  (particle irreducible  (2PI2PI) approach:) approach:

A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;A. Peshier, W. Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;
Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  

Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM) Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM) -- Basic ideas:Basic ideas:

 the the resummedresummed properties are specified by properties are specified by complex selfcomplex self--energiesenergies which depend on which depend on 
temperaturetemperature::
-- thethe real part of selfreal part of self--energies energies ((ΣΣqq,, ΠΠ)) describes a describes a dynamically generateddynamically generated massmass ((MMqq,M,Mgg));;
-- the the imaginary part imaginary part describes thedescribes the interaction widthinteraction width of of partonspartons ((qq,, gg))

 spacespace--like part of energylike part of energy--momentum tensor momentum tensor TT defines the potential energy density defines the potential energy density 
and the and the meanmean--field potentialfield potential (1PI) for quarks and gluons(1PI) for quarks and gluons (U(Uqq, U, Ugg))

 2PI frame2PI framewwork ork guarantguarantiieses a consistent description of the systema consistent description of the system inin-- and outand out--ofoff f 
equilibriumequilibrium on the basis ofon the basis of KadanoffKadanoff--BaymBaym equations equations with proper states in equilibriumwith proper states in equilibrium

Gluon propagator:Gluon propagator: ΔΔ--11 =P=P22 -- ΠΠ gluon selfgluon self--energy:energy: ΠΠ=M=Mgg
22--i2i2ggωω

Quark propagator:Quark propagator: SSqq
--11 = P= P22 -- ΣΣqq quark selfquark self--energy:energy: ΣΣqq=M=Mqq

22--i2i2qqωω
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The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM)The Dynamical QuasiParticle Model (DQPM)
 Basic idea: Basic idea: interacting quasiinteracting quasi--particles:particles: massive quarks and gluonsmassive quarks and gluons (g, q, q(g, q, qbarbar))

withwith Lorentzian spectral functions :Lorentzian spectral functions :

 fit to lattice (lQCD) results fit to lattice (lQCD) results 
(e.g. entropy density) (e.g. entropy density) with with 3 parameters3 parameters

)g,q,qi( 

lQCD: pure gluelQCD: pure glue
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 QuasiQuasi--particle properties:particle properties:
large width and mass for gluons and quarkslarge width and mass for gluons and quarks

TTCC=158 MeV=158 MeV
CC=0.5 GeV/fm=0.5 GeV/fm33

DQPM: Peshier, Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;DQPM: Peshier, Cassing, PRL 94 (2005) 172301;
Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  Cassing,  NPA 791 (2007) 365: NPA 793 (2007)  

••DQPMDQPM provides provides meanmean--fields (1PI) for gluons and fields (1PI) for gluons and 
quarksquarks as well as as well as effective 2effective 2--body interactions (2PI)body interactions (2PI)

••DQPMDQPM gives gives transition ratestransition rates for the formation of hadrons for the formation of hadrons 
 PHSDPHSD



 Formation of QGP stageFormation of QGP stage if if  > > criticalcritical ::
dissolution of predissolution of pre--hadronshadrons  (DQPM)(DQPM) 

 massive massive quarks/gluonsquarks/gluons + + meanmean--field potential field potential UUqq

88

PPartonarton--HHadronadron--SStringtring--DDynamics (ynamics (PHSDPHSD))

 Hadronic phase: Hadronic phase: hadronhadron--hadron interactions hadron interactions –– offoff--shell HSDshell HSD

W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919; NPA831 (2009W. Cassing, E. Bratkovskaya,  PRC 78 (2008) 034919; NPA831 (2009) 215; W. Cassing, ) 215; W. Cassing, EEPJ  ST PJ  ST 168168 (2009) (2009) 33

 Initial A+A collisions Initial A+A collisions –– HSD: HSD: 
N+N N+N  string formation string formation  decay to predecay to pre--hadrons hadrons 

ggg
ggqq




 (quasi(quasi--) elastic collisions:) elastic collisions:  inelastic collisions:inelastic collisions:

qqg
gqq




qqqq
qqqq
qqqq





gggg
qgqg
qgqg





 Partonic stage Partonic stage –– QGP QGP : : 
based on thebased on the DDynamical ynamical QQuasiuasi--PParticlearticle MModel (DQPM) odel (DQPM) 

)'string'or(baryonqqq

)'string'or(mesonqq,qqg





 Hadronization Hadronization (based on DQPM):(based on DQPM):



Description of A+A with PHSDDescription of A+A with PHSD
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 Important:Important: to be conclusive on charm observables, the to be conclusive on charm observables, the light quark dynamicslight quark dynamics
must be well under control! must be well under control! 

 PHSDPHSD provides a provides a good description of good description of ‚‚bulkbulk‘‘ observablesobservables (y(y--, p, pTT--distributions, flow distributions, flow 
coeficients vcoeficients vnn, , ……) from SPS to LHC) from SPS to LHC

PHSD: P. MoreauPHSD: P. Moreau

V. Konchakovski et al., V. Konchakovski et al., 
PRC 85 (2012) 011902PRC 85 (2012) 011902;; JPG42 (2015) 055106JPG42 (2015) 055106

Cf. talk by Pierre Moreau, Tu, 16:20; Cf. talk by Pierre Moreau, Tu, 16:20; AlessiaAlessia PalmesePalmese, Fr, 16:00, Fr, 16:00



Charm quark production in p+p collisionsCharm quark production in p+p collisions

From C. Peterson et al., PRD27 (1983) 105From C. Peterson et al., PRD27 (1983) 105
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 Use Use ‚‚tunedtuned‘‘ PYTHIAPYTHIA event generator to reproduce event generator to reproduce FONLLFONLL (fixed(fixed--order nextorder next--toto--
leading log) leading log) results (R. Vogt et al.)results (R. Vogt et al.)

 Charm fragmentationCharm fragmentation

• z : momentum fraction of hadron H 
in heavy quark Q

• εQ=0.01 for Q=charm

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



Charm quark production in A+ACharm quark production in A+A
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 TThe he energy energy distribution of binary distribution of binary NNNN
collision including collision including FermiFermi smearingsmearing

Au+Au, 0Au+Au, 0--10%, 200 GeV10%, 200 GeV

 The The total cross sectiontotal cross section for charm for charm 
production in production in p+p collisionsp+p collisions (cc)(cc)

Collision eCollision energynergy ssmearing due to themearing due to the FermiFermi motionmotion

 A+A: charm production in A+A: charm production in initial NN binary collisionsinitial NN binary collisions:    :    probabilityprobability inel
NN

)cc(

 

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



Charm quark scattering in the QGP (DQPM)Charm quark scattering in the QGP (DQPM)
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 Elastic sElastic scatteringcattering with with offoff--shell massive shell massive partonspartons Q+q(g)Q+q(g)Q+q(g)Q+q(g)

H. H. BerrehrahBerrehrah et al, PRC 89 (2014) 054901; et al, PRC 89 (2014) 054901; 
PRC 90 (2014) 051901; PRC90 (2014) 064906PRC 90 (2014) 051901; PRC90 (2014) 064906

 Elastic cross section ucElastic cross section ucucuc

 Distributions of Q+q, Q+g collisions Distributions of Q+q, Q+g collisions 
vs svs s1/21/2 in Au+Au, 10% centralin Au+Au, 10% central

NonNon--perturbative perturbative 
QGP!QGP!



Charm quark scattering in the QGPCharm quark scattering in the QGP
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 Differential elastic cross sectionDifferential elastic cross section for ucfor ucuc for suc for s½½=3 and 4 GeV at 1.2T=3 and 4 GeV at 1.2TCC, 2T, 2TCC and 3Tand 3TCC

H. H. BerrehrahBerrehrah et al, PRC 89 (2014) 054901; PRC 90 (2014) 051901; PRC90 (2014)et al, PRC 89 (2014) 054901; PRC 90 (2014) 051901; PRC90 (2014) 064906064906

 DQPM DQPM -- anisotropic angular distributionanisotropic angular distribution

Note: pQCD Note: pQCD -- strongly forward peaked strongly forward peaked 
 Differences between DQPM and pQCDDifferences between DQPM and pQCD ::
less less forward peaked angular distribution forward peaked angular distribution 
leads to leads to more efficient momentum transfer more efficient momentum transfer 

 Smaller numberSmaller number (compared to (compared to pQCDpQCD) ) 
of elastic scatterings with massive of elastic scatterings with massive 
partons partons leads to a leads to a large energy losslarge energy loss

! Note! Note:: radiative energy lossradiative energy loss is is NOT includedNOT included yet in PHSD (work in progress); yet in PHSD (work in progress); 
expected to be expected to be smallsmall due to the large gluon mass in the DQPMdue to the large gluon mass in the DQPM

 N(cc) ~19 pairs,  N(cc) ~19 pairs,  
N(Q+q)~130, N(Q+g) ~85 collisionsN(Q+q)~130, N(Q+g) ~85 collisions
 each charm quark makes each charm quark makes 

~ ~ 6 elastic collisions6 elastic collisions
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Charm spatial diffusion coefficient DCharm spatial diffusion coefficient Dss in the hot mediumin the hot medium

 DDss for heavyfor heavy quarksquarks as a function ofas a function of T for T for qq=0 =0 and finiteand finite qq

 Continuous transitionContinuous transition at Tat TCC!!

H. Berrehrah et al,  PRC H. Berrehrah et al,  PRC 90 (2014) 05190190 (2014) 051901,, arXiv:1406.5322arXiv:1406.5322

 T T < T< Tcc :: hadronic hadronic DDss
L. L. Tolos Tolos , , J. M. TorresJ. M. Torres--Rincon, PRincon, PRRD 88D 88 ((2013)2013) 074019 074019 
V. Ozvenchuk et al., V. Ozvenchuk et al., PPRRC90 (2014) 054909 C90 (2014) 054909 Cf. talk by Laura Tolos, Tu, 17:00 Cf. talk by Laura Tolos, Tu, 17:00 



Thermalization of charm quarks in A+A ?Thermalization of charm quarks in A+A ?
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 Scattering of charm quarks with massive partons softens the pScattering of charm quarks with massive partons softens the pTT spectra spectra 
 elastic energy losselastic energy loss

 Charm quarks are Charm quarks are close to thermal equilibrium at low pclose to thermal equilibrium at low pT T < 2 GeV/c < 2 GeV/c 

elastic energy losselastic energy loss
flowflowss½½ =200 GeV=200 GeV

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



Hadronization scenarios :Hadronization scenarios :

1: only fragmentation1: only fragmentation
2.  coalescence with <r>=0.5 fm + 2.  coalescence with <r>=0.5 fm + 

fragmentationfragmentation
3: coalescence with <r>=0.9 fm + 3: coalescence with <r>=0.9 fm + 

fragmentationfragmentation

Hadronization of charm quarks in A+A Hadronization of charm quarks in A+A 
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1. Dynamical coalescence model1. Dynamical coalescence model

 PHSD: PHSD: if the local energy densityif the local energy density  < 0.5 GeV/fm< 0.5 GeV/fm33  hadronization of charm quarks:hadronization of charm quarks:

ProbabilityProbability for charm quark/antiquark and the light quark/antiquark  to forfor charm quark/antiquark and the light quark/antiquark  to form a meson:m a meson:

Width Width  fromfrom rootroot--meanmean--square square radius of meson:radius of meson:

ggMM –– degeneracy factor degeneracy factor 
(=1 for D and =3 for D*)(=1 for D and =3 for D*)

wherewhere

2. Fragmentation2. Fragmentation (as in pp)(as in pp)
-- if NOT hadronized by coalescenceif NOT hadronized by coalescence

Note:Note: large <r> used also in Refs:large <r> used also in Refs:
S.S. CaoCao, G. Y., G. Y. QinQin and S. A. Bass, Pand S. A. Bass, PRCRC 88,88, 044907 (2013). 044907 (2013). 
Y. Oh, C. M.Y. Oh, C. M. KoKo, S. H. Lee and S., S. H. Lee and S. YasuiYasui, P, PRC RC 79, 044905 (2009)79, 044905 (2009)



Hadronization of charm quarks in A+A Hadronization of charm quarks in A+A 
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Coalescence probability in Au+AuCoalescence probability in Au+Au

Hadronization scenarios :Hadronization scenarios :

1: only fragmentation1: only fragmentation
2.  coalescence with <r>=0.5 fm + fragmentation2.  coalescence with <r>=0.5 fm + fragmentation
3: coalescence with <r>=0.9 fm + fragmentation3: coalescence with <r>=0.9 fm + fragmentation

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



Modelling of DModelling of D--meson scattering in the hadronic gasmeson scattering in the hadronic gas
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L. M. L. M. AbreuAbreu, D. Cabrera, F. J. , D. Cabrera, F. J. LlanesLlanes--EstradaEstrada, , J. M. TorresJ. M. Torres--Rincon, Annals Phys. 326, 2737 (2011)Rincon, Annals Phys. 326, 2737 (2011)
Model: Model: effective chiral Lagrangian approach with heavyeffective chiral Lagrangian approach with heavy--quark spin symmetryquark spin symmetry

Interaction of D=(DInteraction of D=(D00,D,D++,D,D++
ss) and D*=(D*) and D*=(D*00,D*,D*++,D*,D*++

ss) with octet () with octet (,K,Kbar,,K,Kbar,) :) :

Unitarized scattering amplitude Unitarized scattering amplitude  from solution of coupledfrom solution of coupled--channel channel 
BetheBethe--Salpeter equationsSalpeter equations:: VGTTT 

withwith

2. 2. DD--meson scattering with baryonsmeson scattering with baryons

Model: Model: GG--matrix approach:matrix approach: interactions of D=(Dinteractions of D=(D00,D,D++,D,D++
ss) and D*=(D*) and D*=(D*00,D*,D*++,D*,D*++

ss) ) 
with nucleon octet Jwith nucleon octet JPP=1/2=1/2++ and Delta decuplet Jand Delta decuplet JPP=3/2=3/2++

1. 1. DD--meson scattering with mesonsmeson scattering with mesons

C. GarciaC. Garcia--RecioRecio, J. Nieves, O. , J. Nieves, O. RomanetsRomanets, L. L. , L. L. SalcedoSalcedo,, L. L. TolosTolos, Phys. Rev. D 87, 074034 (2013, Phys. Rev. D 87, 074034 (2013))

Cf. talk by Juan TorresCf. talk by Juan Torres--Rincon, Thu, 17:40 Rincon, Thu, 17:40 



DD--meson scattering in the hadron gasmeson scattering in the hadron gas
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2. 2. DD--meson scattering with baryonsmeson scattering with baryons

1. 1. DD--meson scattering with mesonsmeson scattering with mesons

Distribution dN/dsDistribution dN/ds1/21/2

mb10)m*D,D( 

1a) cross sections with 1a) cross sections with 
m=m=taken astaken as

 HHadronicadronic interactions become interactions become ineffective ineffective forfor the energythe energy loss of D,D* loss of D,D* 
mesons at high transverse momentummesons at high transverse momentum (i.e. large(i.e. large ss1/21/2))

PHSDPHSD

Strong Strong isospin dependenceisospin dependence and and 
complicated structure (due to the complicated structure (due to the 
resonance coupling)  of D+m, D+B resonance coupling)  of D+m, D+B 
cross sections!cross sections!



RRAAAA at RHIC at RHIC -- coalescence vs fragmentationcoalescence vs fragmentation
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1.1. Influence of hadronization scenarios: Influence of hadronization scenarios: coalescence vs fragmentationcoalescence vs fragmentation

 Expect: no scattering: RExpect: no scattering: RAAAA=1=1
 Hadronization by Hadronization by fragmentationfragmentation only (as in pp)  only (as in pp)   RRAAAA=1=1
 CoalescenceCoalescence (not in pp!) shifts R(not in pp!) shifts RAA AA to larger pto larger pT  T   ‚‚nuclear matternuclear matter‘‘ effecteffect
 The The hight of the Rhight of the RAAAA peakpeak depends on the balance: coalescence vs. fragmentationdepends on the balance: coalescence vs. fragmentation

coalescencecoalescence

fragmentationfragmentation

Coalescence probability in Au+AuCoalescence probability in Au+Au

! Model study:! Model study: without any rescattering (partonic and hadronic)without any rescattering (partonic and hadronic)



RRAAAA at RHIC: partonic scatteringat RHIC: partonic scattering
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2.  Influence of partonic rescattering2.  Influence of partonic rescattering
! ! Model study:Model study: by scaling of parton cross sections: by scaling of parton cross sections: (Q+q(g))*(Q+q(g))* by by =0, 0.5, 1, 2=0, 0.5, 1, 2

(without hadronic rescattering(without hadronic rescattering))

Elastic partonic rescatteringElastic partonic rescattering
 moves Rmoves RAA AA to lower pto lower pT T and suppresses large pand suppresses large pT T 
 increases vincreases v22

Elliptic flow vElliptic flow v22(p(pTT) ) 

Central Au+Au at Central Au+Au at ss½½ =200 GeV :=200 GeV :
N(cc) ~19 pairs,  N(cc) ~19 pairs,  
N(Q+q)~130 collisions N(Q+q)~130 collisions 
N(Q+g) ~85 collisionsN(Q+g) ~85 collisions

 each charm quark makeseach charm quark makes
~ ~ 6 elastic collisions6 elastic collisions



RRAAAA at RHIC: hadronic rescatteringat RHIC: hadronic rescattering
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3. Influence of hadronic rescattering3. Influence of hadronic rescattering

 Hadronic rescatteringHadronic rescattering moves moves 
RRAA AA peakpeak to higher pto higher pT T !!

Central Au+Au at Central Au+Au at ss½½ =200 GeV :=200 GeV :
N(D,D*) ~30N(D,D*) ~30
N(D,D*+m) ~56 collisionsN(D,D*+m) ~56 collisions
N(D,D*+B,Bbar) ~10 collisionsN(D,D*+B,Bbar) ~10 collisions

 each D,D* makes each D,D* makes 
~~ 2 scatterings with hadrons2 scatterings with hadrons

!! Model study:Model study: (with partonic rescattering)(with partonic rescattering)
with / withoutwith / without hadronic rescatteringhadronic rescattering

with with hadronic hadronic 
rescatteringrescattering

withoutwithout

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



with hadronic rescatteringwith hadronic rescattering

without hadronic rescatteringwithout hadronic rescattering

DD--meson elliptic flow vmeson elliptic flow v22 at RHIC at RHIC 
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 Hadronic rescatteringHadronic rescattering substantially substantially increases vincreases v22 at larger pat larger pTT
 vv22 is less sensitive to the hadronization scenarios than Ris less sensitive to the hadronization scenarios than RAAAA

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



RRAAAA at RHICat RHIC
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 The The hight and position of the Rhight and position of the RAAAA peakpeak
at low pat low pTT depends on the hadronization depends on the hadronization 
scenarioscenario: coalescence/fragmentation!: coalescence/fragmentation!

PHSD results: PHSD results: 
with all rescattering with all rescattering (partonic and hadronic)(partonic and hadronic)

PHSD:  PHSD:  the the STAR dataSTAR data are are better better 
describeddescribed within scenariowithin scenario „„coalescence coalescence 
with <r>=0.9 fm + fragmentationwith <r>=0.9 fm + fragmentation““

T. Song et al., PRC (2015),T. Song et al., PRC (2015), arXivarXiv:1503.03039:1503.03039



SummarySummary
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 PHSDPHSD provides a provides a microscopic descriptionmicroscopic description of nonof non--equilibrium equilibrium 
charm dynamics in the partonic and hadronic phasescharm dynamics in the partonic and hadronic phases

 Partonic rescatteringPartonic rescattering suppresses the high psuppresses the high pTT part of Rpart of RAAAA, increases v, increases v22
 Hadronic rescatteringHadronic rescattering moves Rmoves RAA AA peakpeak to higher pto higher pTT, increases v, increases v22

 The structure of RThe structure of RAA AA at low pat low pT T is sensitive to the is sensitive to the hadronization scenariohadronization scenario, i.e. to , i.e. to 
the balance between the balance between coalescence and fragmentationcoalescence and fragmentation

 The The STAR dataSTAR data for the Rfor the RAA AA and vand v22 at RHICat RHIC are better described in the PHSD: are better described in the PHSD: 
by by QGP collisional energy lossQGP collisional energy loss due to the due to the elastic scatteringelastic scattering of charm  of charm  
quarks with massive quarks and gluons in the QGP phase quarks with massive quarks and gluons in the QGP phase 

+ by the + by the hadronization scenario hadronization scenario „„coalescence with <r>=0.9 fm + fragmentationcoalescence with <r>=0.9 fm + fragmentation““
+ by + by strong hadronic interactionsstrong hadronic interactions due to the elastic scattering of D,D* due to the elastic scattering of D,D* 

mesons with mesons and baryons mesons with mesons and baryons 

OutlookOutlook
 the the LHCLHC energies, BES RHIC  energies, BES RHIC  –– in progressin progress
 Influence ofInfluence of radiative energy loss at larger pradiative energy loss at larger pTT ??
(expected to be strongly suppressed at lower transverse momenta (expected to be strongly suppressed at lower transverse momenta in the PHSD in the PHSD 
due to the large mass of gluons for lower relative momenta)due to the large mass of gluons for lower relative momenta)



Thank you!Thank you!


